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How did your lesson end up? What went well, what needed improvement? 

1. In my teaching, the activity went well; everyone was engaged, creative, and 

sharing. However, the students did not completely understand the objective, as I 

rushed over it from the pre assessment into the activity. I was too nervous and 

excited to keep to my plan and script! I could not keep time very well and 

transitions were rough. Organization was chaos, as all students had their 

belongings on the tables and did not have room; I should have requested all 

items be put on the floor before beginning. Students were running around 

everywhere with the glitter. I learned that I thrive in chaos but the volume was a 

bit much. I should have planned better for set up and clean up, as these were 

areas that were definitely lacking in efficiency. For instance, the materials could 

have been put out as I was talking, but not before; they were distracting the 

students with the untapped possibilities. The clean up could have been better 

organized into teams, so that the students who were finished cleaning their 

station would have been motivated to help others clean up ‘their’ messes. If I 

were to teach this lesson (which I am going to), I will remove glitter from the 

equation, or place down rules more clearly. It sponsors too much misbehavior 

with the capabilities and little responsibility with the cleanliness of the space 

afterward. I would also reword my phrases to make better sense. I learned that I 



work better with Dr. Patrick Fahey’s lesson plan templates, which have elements 

that are directed to the teaching of art. I did do well at having everyone on task, 

however being more focused at needing to use the pencils would have been 

good. I also did not expect students to be accustomed to thinking about pencils in 

ways other than just to draw; I feel as though I would have different results at a 

high school or college level as these students were readily testing the limits of 

the material. 

 

What do you think are your strengths? What do you need to work on? 

2. I think my strengths as an educator lie in my ability to relate and connect with the 

students. I feel as though they understand me and respect me as I understand 

them. I think I am good at commanding attention and managing a class, however 

one of my weaknesses is that individual management is tough for me. I have 

troubles with disciplinary action, and quick thinking is something I’ve been 

working hard on. I was great at asking questions as they were working and I was 

keeping students on task efficiently. I also move around the room often and 

notice students doing experiments.  

What would you change if you were to reteach the lesson? 

3. I certainly assessed the cost when I decided whether or not to address the 

volume at which everyone was experimenting. It was too late to ask them to quiet 

themselves, and they weren’t making annoying sounds, they were just excited. I 

didn’t want to compete with the class on that for this one-off lesson, but if I were 



to teach multiple lessons I would have prefaced the lesson with expectations of 

behavior. 

What are you going to work on in the future as you become a teacher? 

4. I will work on improving my comfort level teaching a class and solidify distinctions 

between friendliness and friends. I will also work on quick thinking skills, 

discipline, and individual management. I will also work on lesson plans suitable to 

my skill as a teacher at the time.  

 



 



 



 


